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Before GPS, before the compass, and even before cartography, humankind was navigating. Now this singular guide
helps us rediscover what our ancestors long understood—that a windswept tree, the depth of a puddle, or a trill of
birdsong can help us find our way, if we know what to look and listen for. Adventurer and navigation expert Tristan
Gooley unlocks the directional clues hidden in the sun, moon, stars, clouds, weather patterns, lengthening shadows,
changing tides, plant growth, and the habits of wildlife. Rich with navigational anecdotes collected across ages,
continents, and cultures, The Natural Navigator will help keep you on course and open your eyes to the wonders, large
and small, of the natural world.
An award-winning novel in verse about a boy who navigates the start of seventh grade and life growing up on the border
the only way that feels right--through poetry. They call him Güero because of his red hair, pale skin, and freckles.
Sometimes people only go off of what they see. Like the Mexican boxer Canelo Álvarez, twelve-year-old Güero is puro
mexicano. He feels at home on both sides of the river, speaking Spanish or English. Güero is also a reader, gamer, and
musician who runs with a squad of misfits called Los Bobbys. Together, they joke around and talk about their expanding
world, which now includes girls. (Don't cross Joanna--she's tough as nails.) Güero faces the start of seventh grade with
heart and smarts, his family's traditions, and his trusty accordion. And when life gets tough for this Mexican American
border kid, he knows what to do: He writes poetry. Honoring multiple poetic traditions, They Call Me Güero is a classic in
the making and the recipient of a Pura Belpré Honor, a Tomás Rivera Mexican American Children's Book Award, a
Claudia Lewis Award for Excellence in Poetry, and a Walter Dean Myers Honor.
An atmospheric, enchanting story, skillfully drawn by exciting new talent, Fiona Woodcock about a little girl with an
amazing gift for concealing herself. Heidi and her friends LOVE to play hide and seek. The trouble is, Heidi always win.
She can't help it - she's just too good! But sometimes being hard to find can be hard to take, so Heidi needs to come up
with a plan... ‘Playful imagery and Heidi’s eventual recognition of her friends’ talents add up to a warm story about
compromise and common ground’ Publishers Weekly ‘A very attractive addition to the picture book shelves from an
artist to be watched’ Books for Keeps PRAISE FOR POPPY AND THE BLOOMS: ‘Fiona Woodcock’s beautiful
illustrations perfectly capture the contrast between a grey cityscape and the joyful kaleidoscope that fresh flowers can
add… This gentle little story is a delight from start to finish’ Books for Keeps ‘A beautifully illustrated picture book which
feels like a real visual treat… The artwork is stunning and very original and I think this makes it stand out as an interesting
read for small children.’Being Mummy blog ‘Blooming wonderful!’ Red Reading Hub
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A New York Times bestseller! “Lively and absorbing. . ." — The New York Times Book Review "Engrossing." —Wall Street
Journal “Entertaining and well-researched . . . ” —Houston Chronicle Three noted Texan writers combine forces to tell the
real story of the Alamo, dispelling the myths, exploring why they had their day for so long, and explaining why the ugly
fight about its meaning is now coming to a head. Every nation needs its creation myth, and since Texas was a nation
before it was a state, it's no surprise that its myths bite deep. There's no piece of history more important to Texans than
the Battle of the Alamo, when Davy Crockett and a band of rebels went down in a blaze of glory fighting for
independence from Mexico, losing the battle but setting Texas up to win the war. However, that version of events, as
Forget the Alamo definitively shows, owes more to fantasy than reality. Just as the site of the Alamo was left in ruins for
decades, its story was forgotten and twisted over time, with the contributions of Tejanos--Texans of Mexican origin, who
fought alongside the Anglo rebels--scrubbed from the record, and the origin of the conflict over Mexico's push to abolish
slavery papered over. Forget the Alamo provocatively explains the true story of the battle against the backdrop of Texas's
struggle for independence, then shows how the sausage of myth got made in the Jim Crow South of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century. As uncomfortable as it may be to hear for some, celebrating the Alamo has long had an echo
of celebrating whiteness. In the past forty-some years, waves of revisionists have come at this topic, and at times have
made real progress toward a more nuanced and inclusive story that doesn't alienate anyone. But we are not living in one
of those times; the fight over the Alamo's meaning has become more pitched than ever in the past few years, even
violent, as Texas's future begins to look more and more different from its past. It's the perfect time for a wise and
generous-spirited book that shines the bright light of the truth into a place that's gotten awfully dark.
Doris Lessing's contemporary gothic horror story—centered on the birth of a baby who seems less than human—probes
society's unwillingness to recognize its own brutality.Harriet and David Lovatt, parents of four children, have created an
idyll of domestic bliss in defiance of the social trends of late 1960s England. While around them crime and unrest surge,
the Lovatts are certain that their old-fashioned contentment can protect them from the world outside—until the birth of their
fifth baby. Gruesomely goblin-like in appearance, insatiably hungry, abnormally strong and violent, Ben has nothing
innocent or infant-like about him. As he grows older and more terrifying, Harriet finds she cannot love him, David cannot
bring himself to touch him, and their four older children are afraid of him. Understanding that he will never be accepted
anywhere, Harriet and David are torn between their instincts as parents and their shocked reaction to this fierce and
unlovable child whose existence shatters their belief in a benign world.
a modern ballet where lovers are ground to hamburger wives are turned into chairs TV sets eat people flowers grow from
children's heads God is uncovered -- and re-covered and men are hung by the instrument of their desire Startling,
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irreverent and provocative, the incomparable creator of poems and fables for children turns his eye and pen upon the
social calamities and absurdities of the adult world.
From Amanda Lovelace, a poetry collection in four parts: the princess, the damsel, the queen, and you. The first three
sections piece together the life of the author while the final section serves as a note to the reader. This moving book
explores love, loss, grief, healing, empowerment, and inspiration. the princess saves herself in this one is the first book in
the "women are some kind of magic" series.
NOW AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK! From New York Times bestselling author Shel Silverstein, the creator of the beloved
poetry collections Where the Sidewalk Ends, Falling Up, and Every Thing On It, comes an imaginative book of poems
and drawings—a favorite of Shel Silverstein fans young and old. This digital edition also includes twelve poems previously
only available in the special edition hardcover. A Light in the Attic delights with remarkable characters and hilariously
profound poems in a collection readers will return to again and again. Here in the attic you will find Backward Bill, Sour
Face Ann, the Meehoo with an Exactlywatt, and the Polar Bear in the Frigidaire. You will talk with Broiled Face, and find
out what happens when Somebody steals your knees, you get caught by the Quick-Digesting Gink, a Mountain snores,
and They Put a Brassiere on the Camel. Come on up to the attic of Shel Silverstein and let the light bring you home. And
don't miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, The Giving Tree, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and Falling Up!
The highly original satire about Oedipa Maas, a woman who finds herself enmeshed in a worldwide conspiracy, meets some
extremely interesting characters and attains a not inconsiderable amount of self-knowledge.
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows
young readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even wider audience.
Never before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format other than hardcover. Since it was first published fifty
years ago, Shel Silverstein's poignant picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching interpretation of the gift of giving
and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a bestselling children's
book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books including A
Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial
favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every
Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk
Ends, and A Light in the Attic!
Harry Johnson (1923–1977) was such a striking figure in economics that Nobel Laureate James Tobin designated the third quarter
of the twentieth century as 'the age of Johnson'. Johnson played a leading role in the development and extension of the HeckscherOhlin model of international trade. Within monetary economics he was also a seminal figure who identified and explained the links
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between the ideas of the major post-war innovators. His discussion of the issues that would benefit from further work set the
profession's agenda for a generation. This book chronicles his intellectual development and his contributions to economics,
economic education and the discussion of economic policy.
Have you ever read a book with everything on it? Here it is - an amazing collection of never-before-published poems and drawings
from the mind of Shel Silverstein. You will say Hi-ho for the toilet troll, get tongue-tied with Stick-a-Tongue-Out-Sid, play a highly
unusual horn, and experience the joys of growing down. What's that? You have a case of the Lovetobutcants? Impossible! Just
come in and let the magic of Shel Silverstein open your heart.
A collection of humorous poems and drawings. This special edition contains twelve new poems.
A most unusual collection of whacky, funny, scary creatures with imaginative fantasies in verse.
NOW AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK! From New York Times bestselling author Shel Silverstein, the classic creator of Where the
Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, and Every Thing On It, comes a wondrous book of poems and drawings. Filled with
unforgettable characters like Screamin’ Millie; Allison Beals and her twenty-five eels; Danny O'Dare, the dancin' bear; the Human
Balloon; and Headphone Harold, this collection by the celebrated Shel Silverstein will charm young readers and make them want
to trip on their shoelaces and fall up too! So come, wander through the Nose Garden, ride the Little Hoarse, eat in the Strange
Restaurant, and let the magic of Shel Silverstein open your eyes and tickle your mind. And don't miss these other Shel Silverstein
ebooks, The Giving Tree, Where the Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!
Kids love jokes--reading them, learning them, and sharing them. Curated by the editors of Highlights(TM), this brand-new
collection of 365 rib-tickling, laugh-out-loud jokes is guaranteed to bring loads of giggles to children and their grown-ups. Hilarious
black-and-white cartoons round out the fun. What does a duck eat with soup? Quackers, of course! This uproarious humor
collection features 365 sidesplitting riddles and jokes--with lots of funny cartoons to add to the fun. Kids will love amusing
themselves--and friends and family--with this hilarious collection of jokes in a wide range of topics.
From New York Times bestselling author Shel Silverstein, the creator of the classics Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic,
and Every Thing On It, comes a wondrous book of poems and drawings. This special edition contains 12 never-before-published
poems. Filled with unforgettable characters like Screamin’ Millie; Allison Beals and her twenty-five eels; Danny O'Dare, the dancin'
bear; the Human Balloon; and Headphone Harold, this collection by the celebrated Shel Silverstein will charm young readers and
make them want to trip on their shoelaces and fall up too! So come, wander through the Nose Garden, ride the Little Hoarse, eat in
the Strange Restaurant, and let the magic of Shel Silverstein open your eyes and tickle your mind. And don't miss Runny Babbit
Returns, the new book from Shel Silverstein!
A rhino makes the best kind of friend in this 50th Anniversary Edition of a cherished classic from Shel Silverstein. Looking for a
new pet? Bored with cats, dogs, goldfish, gerbils, and hamsters? How about a cheap rhinoceros? Shel Silverstein’s loving look at
the joys of rhino ownership may convince you to be the lucky person who takes home this very, very unusual pet. This 50th
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Anniversary Edition features jacket art from the original 1964 edition, plus a commemorative anniversary sticker.
North Korea is known as the most repressive country on Earth, with a dictatorial leader, a starving population, and harsh
punishment for rebellion.Not the best place for a family vacation.Yet that's exactly where Mia Andrews finds herself, on a tour with
her aid-worker father and fractious older brother, Simon. Mia was adopted from South Korea as a baby, and the trip raises tough
questions about where she really belongs. Then her dad is arrested for spying, just as forbidden photographs of North Korean
slave-labor camps fall into Mia's hands. The only way to save Dad: get the pictures out of the country. Thus Mia and Simon set off
on a harrowing journey to the border, without food, money, or shelter, in a land where anyone who sees them might turn them in,
and getting caught could mean prison -- or worse.An exciting adventure that offers a rare glimpse into a compelling, complicated
nation, In the Shadow of the Sun is an unforgettable novel of courage and survival.
A boy who turns into a TV set and a girl who eats a whale are only two of the characters in a collection of humorous poetry
illustrated with the author's own drawings.
Investigating the death of a professor who has brought back the secret of an insidious evil from Asia, small-town reproter Will
Barbee suddenly finds himself drawn to the seductive charms of the mysterious April Bell, despite the warnings of the murdered
man's widow. Reprint.
This startling portrait of the great writer of children's books, songs and plays Shel Silverstein presents him in a rare humane light.
What he was like as a man and a friend. What interested and inspired him. Some of the women in his life. The loving often
hilarious relationship between Shel Silverstein & Anthony Valerio depicted in these pages entertains as much as informs. Take a
ground-breaking walk beside them through Greenwich Village on a routine work day. Their stops, their conversations. Meet a Shel
Silverstein Not (Only) for Kids. A university professor recently wrote: "Readers will be riveted by the portrait of the beloved
children's author that emerges in these pages. Not exactly what they may have expected." Lending beauty and life to this
charming memoir of an historical time and place are never before seen photos by the great graphic artist and photographer Dave
Barry. About Anthony Valerio, Shel Silverstein wrote: "He knows his people. He knows his craft. He gets in, tells his story & gets
out. It's what good writing should be." "Shel was one of my people. I was one of his people. This is our story."--A.V. About Anthony
Valerio critics are saying: Best Sellers: "...He really knows his history and his subject very well. No less important is the fact thst he
is a first-rate writer who can really tell a good story..."Los Angeles Times: "...Valerio writes with energy & a rich style and has an
unusually good eye for detail....""Baltimore Sun: "...Anthony Valerio's fiction bears likeness to our best dreams, when the
fantastical elements of the subconscious play themselves out in a vivid replica of reality..." Contributor NY Times Book Review &
Vogue Magazine--"Anthony Valerio writes a prose like no one else's. It reminds me of nothing so much as Chaplan's walk: the
funny dignity, the sly humility, the fastidious pathos." "Gripping, Literate, Naughty, Bawdy"
The missing piece sat alone waiting for someone to come along and take it somewhere.... The different ones it encounters - and
what it discovers in its helplessness - are portrayed with simplicity and compassion in the words and drawings of Shel Silverstein.
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It was missing a piece. And it was not happy. So it set off in search of its missing piece. And as it rolled it sang this song -Oh I'm
lookin' for my missin' piece I'm lookin' for my missin' piece Hi-dee-ho, here I go, Lookin' for my missin' piece. What it finds on its
search for the missing piece is simply and touchingly told in this fable that gently probes the nature of quest and fulfillment.

"A collection of poetry filled with engaging mini-stories about girls of all kinds: girls who feel happy, sad, scared, powerful;
girls who love their bodies and girls who don't; country girls, city girls; girls who love their mother and girls who wish they
had a father. With bright portraits in Vanessa's signature style of vibrant colors and unique patterns and fabrics, this book
invites readers to find themselves and each other within its pages."--Provided by publisher.
First published by HarperCollinsUS in 1964, this classic children’s novel has sold over 4 million copies and was awarded
the New York Times Outstanding Book Award.
Multimillion-selling Shel Silverstein's debut book - the charming modern fable of a lion who refuses to take it lying down.
Runny Babbit lent to wunch And heard the saitress way, 'We have some lovely stabbit rew - Our Special for today.'
Welcome to the world of Runny Babbit and his friends Toe Jurtle, Skertie Gunk, Rirty Dat, Dungry Hog, Snerry Jake, and
many others who speak a topsy-turvy language all their own. It's filled with the most amazing adventures and tonguetwisting rhymes imaginable. And, what's more, Shel Silverstein wrote this yook especially for bou. 'I wish I had done this
book' MAURICE SENDAK
When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing
bystanders, it quickly becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the scene to ward off the
invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across
England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one
of the first fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's military science fiction novel was first published in
book form in 1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.
NOW AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK! Shel Silverstein, the New York Times bestselling author of The Giving Tree, A Light in
the Attic, Falling Up, and Every Thing On It, has created a poetry collection that is outrageously funny and deeply
profound. Come in ... for where the sidewalk ends, Shel Silverstein's world begins. You'll meet a boy who turns into a TV
set, and a girl who eats a whale. The Unicorn and the Bloath live there, and so does Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout who will
not take the garbage out. It is a place where you wash your shadow and plant diamond gardens, a place where shoes fly,
sisters are auctioned off, and crocodiles go to the dentist. Shel Silverstein's masterful collection of poems and drawings
stretches the bounds of imagination and will be cherished by readers of all ages. This is a collection that belongs on
everyone's bookshelf. Makes a great gift for special occasions such as holidays, birthdays, and graduation. And don't
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miss The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein, also available as an ebook!
Last night while I lay thinking here Some Whatifs crawled inside my ear And pranced and partied all night long And sang
their same old Whatif song: Whatif I flunk that test? Whatif green hair grows on my chest? Whatif nobody likes me?
Whatif a bolt of lightning strikes me?... To celebrate its 20th anniversary, Shel Silverstein's A Light in the Attic is now
available in a special edition containing the classic hardcover book and a CD of highlights from his Grammy Awardwinning album. Here in the attic of Shel Silverstein you will find Backward Bill, Sour Face Ann, the Meehoo with an
Exactlywatt, and the Polar Bear in the Frigidaire. You will talk with Broiled Face, and find out what happens when
Somebody steals your knees, you get caught by the Quick-Digesting Gink, a Mountain snores, and They Put a Brassiere
on the Camel. From the creator of the beloved poetry collections Where the Sidewalk Ends and Falling Up, here is
another wondrous book of poems and drawings.
**The Sunday Times Bestseller** Instagram superstar and poet Nikita Gill returns to her roots with her most personal
collection yet, including more than twenty poems exclusive to the US edition. I took my worries out and laid them carefully
on the kitchen table. Then began the slow but rewarding task of fixing everything that needed more love. Nikita Gill
shares a collection of poems crafted as the world went into lockdown, tackles themes such as mental health and
loneliness, and the precarity of hope. Through the life cycle of a star, she invites the reader to feel connected to the
universe, taking us on a journey through the five stages of grief to the five stages of hope. This collection includes the
phenomenal “Love in the Time of Coronavirus,” which was shared across social media over 20,000 times, as well as
Gill's poems of strength and hope, “How to Be Strong” and “Silver Linings.” Where Hope Comes From is fully illustrated
with beautiful line drawings by the author. All because everything is forbidden now, I want to go up to the top of the Eiffel
Tower and sing at the top of my lungs.
Collects classic, controversial horror stories from the fantasy author and trained psychologist that address themes of paranoia and eroticism.
december 29 and i woke to a morning that was quiet and white the first snow (just like magic) came on tip toes overnight Flowers blooming in
sheets of snow make way for happy frogs dancing in the rain. Summer swims move over for autumn sweaters until the snow comes back
again. In Julie Fogliano's skilled hand and illustrated by Julie Morstad's charming pictures, the seasons come to life in this gorgeous and
comprehensive book of poetry.
A treasury of poems invites youngsters to read entries that are positioned in untraditional directions and celebrates the ways in which the
world can sway, crash, rise, and fall and still remain magical.
Writing for an adult audience, the popular children's book author presents a humorous satire of alphabet books.
If you had a giraffe and he stretched another half … you would have a giraffe and a half. And if you glued a rose to the tip of his nose … And … if
he put on a shoe and then stepped in some glue … And if he used a chair to comb his hair … And so it goes until … but that would be telling.
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Children will be kept in stitches until the very end, when the situation is resolved in the most riotous way possible. Shel Silverstein’s
incomparable line drawings add to the hilarity of his wildly funny rhymes.
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